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Keep yourself open

and don’t neglect your larger self



Applied maths

6= applied differential equations

6= differential equations applied to
physical problems



Algebraic topology of data sets

[extracted from article by Vin de Silva]

http://pages.pomona.edu/~vds04747/public/resume/desilva_research.pdf




DNA knotting
From the website of Dorothy Buck (Imperial):

[source: Buck and Flapan]

http://www2.imperial.ac.uk/~dbuck/
http://www.omup.jp/modules/papers/knot/chap07.pdf


A few other applications of mathematics

• Order theory, category theory and classical logic have all been used for
the modelling and specification of concurrent systems.

• Topological data analysis, founded on the theory of persistent homology,
discovered a new subtype of breast cancer with a 100% survival rate. [link]

• Many new applications of ‘ “pure” ’ algebra are underway. . .

https://www.ias.edu/ideas/2013/lesnick-topological-data-analysis
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Applied maths
can help

pure maths



Random matrices and the Riemann zeta function

The year: 1972.

The scene: Afternoon tea at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton.

Freeman Dyson, dapper British physicist: ‘So tell me, Montgomery, what
have you been up to?’

Hugh Montgomery, boyish American mathematician: ‘Well, lately I’ve been
looking into the distribution of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function.’

Dyson: ‘Yes? And?’

Montgomery: ‘It seems the two-point correlations go as. . . ’ (turning to write
on a nearby blackboard)

Dyson: Extraordinary! Do you realize that’s the pair-correlation function for
the eigenvalues of a random Hermitian matrix? It’s also a model of the
energy levels in a heavy nucleus — say uranium 238.

[adapted from web page by Bob McLeod]

http://www.ee.umanitoba.ca/~mcleod/Riemann/Dyson.html


Random matrices and the Riemann zeta function

[source: Bob McLeod]

http://www.ee.umanitoba.ca/~mcleod/Riemann/Dyson.html


Two more examples of applied helping pure

• The Gruppenpest (plague of groups) [link]

• My collaborator Mark Meckes: [link]

http://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/Gruppenpest
http://arxiv.org/abs/1308.5407


Prepare to rewire your brain



We all have a mental map of mathematics. . .

algebra

logic analysis

geometry

applied

discrete

statistics

prob

. . . but it can be misleading.



Statistical inference as a branch of logic

[Jaynes link]

http://www.cambridge.org/9780521592710


Knowing unusual combinations
of subjects

gives you an advantage



Logic + topology + computer programming

[link to book]

http://homotopytypetheory.org/book/


You can’t learn everything
yourself. . .

. . . but you need to know enough to be able to
communicate with your collaborators



Expect the unexpected!


